Standard Edition Software
Rethink the Perimeter

Advanced IP Filtering Strengthens the Perimeter
THE PROBLEM: TRAFFIC

PacketViper is the leading Advanced IP Filtering
software that easily filters traffic, both inbound
and outbound, by port, by country, company
and network. Whether on premise or in the
cloud, PacketViper software provides an
essential
layer
of
network
security
complementary to, but unlike firewalls, SIEMS
or other existing solutions.

Today’s network security
managers have come to
accept the unprecedented
traffic and unmanageable
levels of alerts and logging as
a reality of today’s business
climate.
While there is a proliferation
of tools available today, most
increase management time
without sufficiently dealing
with the root cause issue –
the volume of illegitimate
traffic.
With PacketViper Advanced IP
Filtering working at the
perimeter, there is a better
way.

Ask about using
PacketViper risk-free
for 30 days
5 minutes to install, 30
days risk-free software
licensing and a reduction
in network traffic of at
least 25%

PacketViper can reduce network traffic up to
70% while both identifying and reducing threats
with surgically precise, patented Advanced IP
Filtering Threat Protection Software
HOW IT WORKS
PacketViper sits outside of the firewall as an undetectable in-line bridge. PacketViper
provides the full context of the IP data (company, country & network) and allows you to
easily perform ‘point & click’ traffic management and rule setting from any element of the
IP. PacketViper clients have increased transparency into traffic and use that information to
tailor their IP filtering to be closely aligned with the needs of the business.
REDUCE COSTS AND THREATS
PacketViper saves time and money associated with logging, alerting and dealing with
illegitimate traffic. Threats are reduced and security is increased with actionable insight
into the origins and destinations of all network activity.

FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced IP Filtering at the perimeter
Filter by company, country, network
or IP
Edge Analytics
Bi-directional, by network, port
filtering
Actionable reporting and real-time logs
Threat & business intelligence updates
Multi-user, multi-gateway
Cloud or on premise solutions

BENEFITS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 70% reduction in network traffic
Reduced logging and alerting
Mitigate risks from bots and proxies
Protection from flooding and DDoS
Improved security performance
Faster threat detection & improved
customized threat intelligence
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